In this work, a new class of stochastic gradient algorithm is developed based on q-calculus. Unlike the existing q-LMS algorithm, the proposed approach fully utilizes the concept of q-calculus by incorporating time-varying q parameter. The proposed enhanced q-LMS (Eq-LMS) algorithm utilizes a novel, parameterless concept of error-correlation energy and normalization of signal to ensure high convergence, stability and low steady-state error. The proposed algorithm automatically adapts the learning rate with respect to the error. For the evaluation purpose the system identification problem is considered. Extensive experiments show better performance of the proposed Eq-LMS algorithm compared to the standard q-LMS approach.
Introduction
Least square method is considered to be widely used optimization technique. It has been applied in diversified applications such as plant identification [1] , detection of elastic inclusions [2] , noise cancellation [3] , echo cancellation [4] , ECG signal analysis [5] , elasticity imaging [6] , and time series prediction [7] , etc.
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The least mean square (LMS) is one of the most popular least square algorithms for adaptive filtering due to its low computational complexity, however, it has a slow convergence rate due to the dependency on the eigenvalue-spread of the input correlation matrix [8] . Extensive research has been done towards the optimization of the LMS algorithm [3, 9, 10, 11, 12] . One of the disadvantages of the LMS is that it is sensitive to the scaling of its input. In [8, 11] , the normalized LMS (NLMS) and its variants were proposed to solve this problem through normalization. To improve the convergence rate and steady state performance, variable step size frameworks were devised in [13, 14] . In [15, 16, 17, 18] , different solutions for complex signal processing were proposed. Similarly, to deal with 15 non-linear signal processing problem, the concept of kernel function-based LMS algorithms was proposed in [19, 20, 21] .
Beside these variants, various definitions of gradient have also been used to derive improved LMS algorithms; for instance in [22] , a fractional order calculus (FOC) based least mean square algorithm, named as robust variable 20 step size fractional least mean square (RVSS-FLMS), is proposed. The algorithm is derived using Riemann-Liouville fractional derivative for high convergence performance. In [23, 24] , some adaptive schemes were proposed for maintaining stability through adaptive variable fractional power. The FOC variants are, however, not stable and diverge if the weights are negative or the input signal 25 is complex [25] .
Recently, the q-LMS algorithm is proposed which utilizes q-gradient from the Jackson's derivative so that the secant of the cost function is computed instead of the tangent [12] . The algorithm takes larger steps towards the optimum solution and therefore, achieves a higher convergence rate. The q-LMS algorithm has 30 also been used for various applications, such as adaptive noise cancellation [26] , system identification, and designing of whitening filter [27] . In [28] q-normalized LMS algorithm is proposed and its convergence performance is analyzed. In [29] , using the same definition of q-calculus, variants of steady state least mean algorithms are derived. 35 All the aforementioned variants of the q-LMS algorithm enhance convergence speed at the cost of increased computational complexity and steady-state error. In order to improve convergence rate without compromising the steady-state performance, a time-varying q-LMS is proposed in [30] . However, it requires the tuning of two additional parameters (β and γ), and the performance of 40 the time-varying q-LMS [30] is very sensitive to the selection of the tuning parameters. In this paper, we propose a new variant of the q-LMS by making the q-parameter time-varying. The proposed enhanced q-LMS (Eq-LMS) utilizes a novel, parameterless concept of error-correlation energy and normalization to ensure rapid convergence without compromising stability and low steady-state 45 error. The proposed algorithm automatically adapts the learning rate with respect to error. It takes larger steps in case of larger error and reduces the learning rate with decreased error. Unlike the contemporary methods [12, 13, 14] , the proposed method is a parameterless technique and does not require manual tuning of any parameter. The proposed algorithm is evaluated for the 50 system identification problem and the results are demonstrated for both the steady-state performance and the convergence rate. Extensive experiments are performed to show the superiority of the proposed Eq-LMS algorithm over a variety of contemporary methods.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. An overview of the q-calculus 55 and q-least mean square algorithm is provided in Section 2. The details of proposed algorithm are discussed in Section 3, followed by the experimental results in Section 4. The paper is finally concluded in Section 5.
Overview of q -Least Mean Square Algorithm
The conventional LMS algorithm is derived using the concept of steepest 60 descent with the weight-update rule
where J(w) is the cost function for the LMS algorithm and is defined as
where E[·] is the expectation operator and e(i) is the estimation error between the desired response d(i) and the output signal at the i th instant, i.e.,
Here, x(i) is the input signal vector defined as
and w(i) is the weight vector defined as:
where M is the length of the filter.
Overview of q-Calculus
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The Quantum calculus or q-calculus is sometimes referred to as the calculus without a limit [31] . It has been successfully used in various areas such as number theory, combinatorics, orthogonal polynomials, basic hyper-geometric functions and other sciences quantum theory, operational theory, mechanics, and the theory of relativity [32, 33, 34, 35] .
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In q-calculus, the differential of a function is defined as (See, [36] )
The derivative therefore takes the form
When q → 1, the expression becomes the derivative in the classical sense. The q-derivative of a function of the form x n is
For a function f (x) of n number of variables, x = [x 1 , x 2 , ....x n ] , the q-gradient is defined as
where
The performance of the LMS algorithm depends on the eigenvalue spread of the input correlation matrix. The LMS is therefore regarded as an inherently slowly converging approach [14] . In order to resolve this issue the q-LMS has 75 been proposed in [12] . Instead of the conventional gradient, the q-LMS is derived using the q-calculus and utilizes the Jackson derivative method [12] , it takes larger steps (for q > 1) in the search direction as it evaluates the secant of the cost function rather than the tangent [12] . By replacing the conventional gradient in (1) with the q-gradient, we get
The q-gradient of the cost function J(w) for the k th weight is defined as
Solving partial derivatives in (11) using the Jackson derivative defined in Section (2) gives
is the expectation operator and
and
Substituting equations (12), (13), and (14) in (11) gives
Similarly, for k = 1, 2, . . . , M ,
. (16) Consequently, Eq. (16) can be written as
where µ is the learning rate (step-size) and G is a diagonal matrix
Dropping the expectation from the q-gradient in (17) results in
Substituting (19) in (1) renders the weight update rule of the q-LMS algorithm by
2.2.1. q-LMS as a whitening filter-q-Normalized LMS The q-normalized least mean square (q-NLMS) algorithm is defined (See [28] )
where ζ is a small value added in the denominator to avoid the indeterminate form, and ||x(i)|| 2 G is the weighted norm of the input vector. By selecting the q parameter in (20) as q = 1/λ max, we can design a whitening filter and hence it can remove the dependency on the input correlation [28] .
Time-varying q-LMS
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The time-varying q-LMS algorithm is based on the variable step size (VSS) method [14] and is given (See [30])
where q upper is so chosen to satisfy the stability bound, (See [12] )
The q(i + 1) is updated according to the estimation of the square of the estimation error. When the estimation error is large, q(i) will approach its upper bound denoted by q upper , while for smaller values q(i) goes to unity for a lower steady-state error.
The Proposed Enhanced q -Least Mean Square (Eq-LMS) Algo-
rithm
The q-LMS algorithm has an extra degree of freedom to control the performance via the diagonal matrix G, which comprises of the q-dependent entries. The weight-update rule of the q-LMS algorithm can be written as
wherex(i) = Gx(i). For the special case of G=I (identity matrix), the q-LMS 110 algorithm will be transformed into the conventional LMS. Based on the above discussion, we make the following important observations.
• We argue that the q-gradient with q > 1 enhances the speed of convergence as it takes the secant of function rather than the tangent [12] . The larger the value of the q parameter, the faster the convergence of the algorithm.
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But this improvement in the rate of convergence comes at the cost of a degradation in the steady-state performance.
• The time varying q-LMS technique [30] is based on variable step-size method [14] , which requires the tuning of additional parameters such as β and γ.
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• By selecting the q parameter in (20) as q = 1/λ max, we can design a whitening filter and hence it can remove the dependency on the input correlation [28] . However, with a large step-size the q-NLMS converges rapidly with a compromised steady state performance. Similarly, a smaller step-size results in better steady state performance but with slow conver-
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gence. As such, the two important performance parameters cannot be optimized simultaneously.
Proposed Improvements
To overcome the aforementioned issues, we propose the Eq-LMS algorithm with the following improvements.
• To achieve higher convergence rate with lower steady-state error, we propose to incorporate the instantaneous error energy to adapt the q-parameter. The proposed algorithm automatically takes large steps when the error is large and reduces the step-size with the decreasing error. Note that, unlike the time-varying q-LMS [30], no additional tuning parameters are 135 introduced and the proposed approach is completely automatic.
• The whitening factor (q = 1/λ max) is also utilized to set the limits of adaptive q-vector, this allows the algorithm to operate at a higher convergence rate without worrying about the divergence issues.
• To update each q-parameter, the proposed Eq-LMS utilize, a responsible 140 error for each tap of the filter. With this improvement, the q-variable for each tap will be updated accordingly, hence, both the steady-state error and convergence performance can be improved significantly.
Formulation of the Eq-LMS Algorithm
By replacing the fixed G in (20) with its time-varying form G(i), the weight update rule of the proposed Eq-LMS is given as
where µ is the learning rate, and e(i) is the error at the i th instant defined by
where d(i) and y(i) are the desired and estimated output at the i th instant, respectively. Here, G(i) is a diagonal matrix with time-varying diagonal elements, and is defined as
It can also be written as
where,
We propose an update rule for vector q defined in the following steps.
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• Step1: Initialize vector q with any positive random values.
• Step2: Use instantaneous error to update first entry q 1 of q vector, which is associated with weight of the instant input tap, i.e.,
• Step3: To avoid divergence while maintaining the higher convergence rate, the following conditions will be evaluated:
where λ max is the maximum eigenvalue of the input auto-correlation matrix.
• Step4: Update all entries of vector α except for the first entry, simply by shifting:
where 1 < k < M − 1
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• Step5: For next iterations, repeat steps 2 to 5.
Finally, the weight-update equation of the proposed Eq-LMS can be written as:
where indicates the element wise multiplication.
Experiments
For the evaluation of the proposed algorithm the problem of system identification is used. Adaptive learning methods have been successfully used to identify the unknown system, with numerous applications, for example, in control engineering, communication systems [11, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41] . Channel estimation, for instance, is a widely used method in communication systems to estimate the characteristics of an unknown channel. Consider a linear channel shown in Fig. 1 . 
Equation (35) shows the mathematical model of the system, where x(t) and y(t) are the input and output of the system, respectively and d(t) is the disturbance 155 which is taken to be white Gaussian noise in this case. For this experiment, x(t) is chosen to be consisting of 1 × 10 6 randomly generated samples obtained from Gaussian distribution of mean zero and variance of 1. In (35) , the system is defined by its impulse response h(t) whileŷ(t),ĥ(t), and e(t) are the estimated output, estimated impulse response, and the error of estimation, respectively.
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The simulation parameters selected are as follows: coefficient values of h 1 = −2, h 2 = −1, h 3 = 0, h 4 = 1 and h 5 = 2 are selected for the channel, the experiments are performed on three noise levels with the SNR values of 10dB, 20dB and 30dB. The weights are initialized to zero for all algorithms. Specifically, the objective of these simulations is to compare the performance of the proposed enhanced For the performance evaluation, the normalized weight deviation (NWD) in the actual and the obtained weights is compared. Specifically, we define
where h is the actual impulse response of the channel and w is the estimated 170 weight-vector. The simulations are repeated for 1000 independent runs and mean results are reported. The simulations are performed primarily to evaluate the steady-state and convergence performances of the proposed algorithm for various learning rates. Accordingly, three Evaluation protocols are designed:
1. Evaluation protocol 1: learning rate=1 × 10 −1 , SNR={10,20,30} dB. setup for equal convergence and after 10000 iterations, the steady-state value of the NWD is examined. The learning rate (step size) configurations for equal convergence rate (Evaluation Protocol 1) is shown in Table 1 . Proposed Eq-LMS 1 × 10
The relevant normalized weight difference (NWD) curves with three different SNR values are depicted in Fig. 2 . From the Fig. 2 (a),(b) , and (c), it can be 185 seen that the proposed Eq-LMS produced the best performance under all three conditions: (1) for the SNR value of 10dB, it outperformed the LMS/q-LMS at q = 1, the q-LMS at q = 2, the time-varying q-LMS, and the NLMS by the NWD value of −1.03 dB, −2.95 dB, −8.06 dB, and −2.14 dB, respectively, (2) for the SNR value of 20 dB, it surpassed the listed algorithms by the NWD 190 value of −2.36 dB, −4.05 dB, −6.96 dB, and −3.29 dB, respectively, and (3) for the SNR value of 30 dB, the above mentioned algorithms were outperformed by a margin of −2.29 dB, −3.86 dB, −7.18, and −3.47 dB, respectively. Note that the proposed Eq-LMS algorithm showed the lowest steady state error in all conditions while the LMS, NLMS and the q-LMS at q = 2 show faster 195 convergence than the time-varying q-LMS but with greater steady state error than the proposed Eq-LMS. With the above discussed settings, results for the channel estimation problem are summarized in Table 2 . Proposed Eq-LMS 1 × 10
The relevant normalized weight difference (NWD) curves with three different SNR values are depicted in Fig. 2 . From the Fig. 2 (d) ,(e), and (f), it can be seen that the proposed Eq-LMS produced the best performance under all three conditions: (1) for the SNR value of 10 dB, it outperformed the LMS/q-LMS 205 at q = 1, q-LMS at q = 2, time-varying q-LMS and the NLMS by the NWD value of −0.68 dB, −2.23 dB, −4.08 dB, and −1.74 dB, respectively, (2) for the SNR value of 20 dB, it surpassed the above-mentioned algorithms by the NWD value of −1.22 dB, −2.74 dB, −5.34 dB, and −2.45 dB, respectively, and (3) for the SNR value of 30 dB, the above mentioned algorithms were outperformed 210 by a margin of −1.44 dB, −2.94 dB, −4.07 and −2.47 dB, respectively. Note that the proposed Eq-LMS algorithm showed the lowest steady state error in all conditions while the LMS, NLMS and the q-LMS at q = 2 show faster convergence than time-varying q-LMS but with a greater steady state error than the proposed Eq-LMS. With the above discussed settings, results for the 215 channel estimation problem are summarized in Table 4 . 
Evaluation protocol 3: Slow Convergence
The learning rate (step size) configurations for equal convergence rate (Evaluation protocol 3) is shown in Table 5 . Proposed Eq-LMS 1 × 10
The relevant NWD curves with three different SNR values are delineated in 220 Fig. 2 . From the Fig. 2 (g) , (h), and (i), it can be seen that the proposed Eq-LMS produced the best performance under all three conditions: (1) for the SNR value of 10 dB, it outperformed the LMS/q-LMS at q = 1, q-LMS at q = 2, Time-varying q-LMS, and the NLMS by the NWD value of −0.43 dB, −1.92 dB, −3.45 dB, and −1.67 dB, respectively, (2) for the SNR value of 20 225 dB, it surpassed the above-mentioned algorithms by the NWD value of −0.9 dB, −2.43 dB, −4.2 dB, and −2.15 dB, respectively, and (3) for the SNR value of 30 dB, the above mentioned algorithms were outperformed by a margin of −1.13 dB, −2.66 dB, −3.68, and −2.33 dB, respectively. Note that the proposed Eq-LMS algorithm showed the lowest steady state error in all conditions while 230 the q-LMS at q = 2 showed faster convergence with greater steady state error than the proposed Eq-LMS. With the above discussed settings, results for the channel estimation problem are summarized in Table 6 . For the comparison of convergence performances, all algorithms were setup for equal steady-state error. The learning rate (step size) configurations for equal steady-state (Evaluation Protocol 1) is shown in Table (7) . Learning rate for proposed Eq-LMS has been set according to three evaluation protocols. Proposed Eq-LMS 1 × 10
The relevant normalized weight difference (NWD) curves with three different
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SNR values are depicted in Fig. 3 . From the Fig. 3 (a), (b) , and (c), it can be seen that the proposed Eq-LMS algorithm produced the best results under all three conditions: (1) for the SNR value of 10 dB, algorithms are run for 1000 iterations. The convergence point of the proposed Eq-LMS is reached at 120 th iteration, q-LMS at (q = 2) converged on the 80 th iteration but its steady state 245 error is much larger compared to the proposed Eq-LMS, (2) for the SNR value of 20 dB, algorithms are run for 5000 iterations. Note that the proposed Eq-LMS algorithm outperformed all competing approaches by converging in only 400 iterations. The q-LMS (q = 2) was unable to reach the given error-floor and took 400 iterations to reach a much higher error, and (3) for the SNR value of 250 30 dB, algorithms are run for 10000 iterations, the proposed Eq-LMS algorithm took the least number of iterations by converging at the 1600 th iteration. The proposed EqLMS shows best performance in terms of steady state error and convergence rate. Thus, showing the best overall performance. With the above discussed settings, results for the channel estimation problem are summarized 255 in Table 8 . 
Evaluation protocol 2: Medium Convergence
The learning rate (step size) configuration for equal steady-state (Evaluation Protocol 2) is shown in configuration Table (9) . Learning rate for proposed Eq-LMS has been set according to three evaluation protocols. 
Algorithm
Learning Rate µ 10 dB SNR 20 dB SNR 30 dB SNR LMS/q-LMS 3 × 10 Proposed Eq-LMS 1 × 10
The relevant NWD curves with three different SNR values are depicted in Fig. 3 . From the Fig. 3 (d) , (e), and (f), it can be seen that the proposed Eq-LMS algorithm produced the best results under all three conditions: (1) for the SNR value of 10 dB, algorithms are run for 10000 iterations, the convergence point of the proposed Eq-LMS is reached at 1500 th iteration, the q-LMS at (q =
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2) converged on the 1100 th iteration but its steady state error is much larger than the proposed Eq-LMS, (2) for the SNR value of 20 dB, algorithms are run for 50000 iterations, the proposed Eq-LMS algorithm outperformed all competing approaches in terms of convergence point with least steady state error, and (3) for the SNR value of 30 dB, algorithms are run for 100000 iterations, the 270 proposed Eq-LMS algorithm converged on 19000 th iteration, it showed best performance in terms of steady state error and convergence rate. Thus, showing the best overall performance. With the above discussed settings, results for the channel estimation problem are summarized in Table 10 . 
Algorithm
Convergence point (number of Iterations ×1000)) 10 dB SNR 20 dB SNR 30 dB SNR LMS/q-LMS at (q = 1) 2 9 32 q-LMS at (q = 2) The learning rate (step size) configuration for equal steady-state (Evaluation protocol 3) is shown in configuration Table (11). Learning rate for the proposed Eq-LMS has been set according to three evaluation protocols. Proposed Eq-LMS 1 × 10
The relevant NWD curves with three different SNR values are depicted in Fig. 3 . From the Fig. 3 (g) , (h), and (i), it can be seen that the proposed Eq-280 LMS algorithm produced the best results under all three conditions: (1) for the SNR value of 10 dB, algorithms are run for 100000 iterations, the convergence point of the proposed Eq-LMS is reached at 21000 th iteration, the q-LMS at (q = 2), converged at the 12000 th iteration but its steady state error is much larger than the proposed Eq-LMS, (2) for the SNR value of 20 dB, the algorithms 285 are run for 500000 iterations, the proposed Eq-LMS algorithm outperformed all competing approaches in terms of convergence point with least steady state error, and (3) for the SNR value of 30 dB, the algorithms are run for 1000000 iterations, the proposed Eq-LMS algorithm converged on 200000 th iteration. The proposed Eq-LMS showed the best performance in terms of steady state 290 error and convergence rate. With the above discussed settings, results for the channel estimation problem are summarized in Table 12 . 
Conclusion
In this work, we proposed a quantum calculus-based steepest descent algorithm called enhanced q-least mean square algorithm (Eq-LMS) using a novel 295 concept of error correlation energy. The proposed algorithm is a parameterless method and unlike the contemporary time varyying q-LMS, it does not require additional tuning. The proposed Eq-LMS was compared with the LMS, q-LMS, time varying q-LMS, and the NLMS algorithms for a problem of linear channel estimation. Extensive simulation tests were conducted to analyze the conver-gence and the steady-state performance at three different SNR levels. For all scenarios, the proposed Eq-LMS algorithm comprehensively outperformed the contemporary approaches achieving the best performance in terms of steadystate error and convergence.
